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Play Now. What does this mean? Check the "Possible Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the
related wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged components and look for broken,
bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. How much do you know about cars? Take the
AutoCodes. Tech Notes What does this mean? The auto repair labor rates vary by location, your
vehicle's make and model, and even your engine type. Each of these sensors sends feedback to
the PCM on its own signal circuit. The MAP sensor is a transducer that varies resistance
according to changes in altitude and atmospheric conditions. This information is used by the
PCM, along with other inputs to calculate fuel delivery, and timing needs. Get Access to Factory
Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the P Dodge code diagnosed by a professional: Find a
repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON? Comments Help us improve AutoCodes.
Leave a comment below or tell us if the information above help you fix the code. What are the
symptoms on your vehicle for the P Dodge code? Have you replaced any parts? Any
information is appreciated. Repair Importance Level: 3. Home - About AutoCodes. Posted and
Edit by AutoCodes. The voltage is too high. It does this by sending a voltage ranging from 1 to 5
volts. The signal should be at 5 volts whenever the vehicle is at wide open throttle. P can also
trigger if the ECM thinks the voltage coming from the MAP sensor is higher than it should be at
any given time. P is always going to do more than just trigger the check engine light. The MAP
sensor is vital to a well running vehicle. Here are the most common symptoms of P When
diagnosing this code, if your Ram is running fine you should first reset the code and take the
vehicle out and try to reproduce the problem. It may have just been a one time thing. The first
thing that you should do is test the MAP sensor itself. A good voltmeter is necessary for this
step. You can get them pretty cheap from any hardware store or Amazon. The reading from the
voltmeter should be around 1 to 1. A vacuum leak is a very common reason that P is triggered.
The vacuum supply to the MAP sensor could have a leak, or there could be a vacuum leak
around the engine as a whole. Check all the vacuum lines on the engine. Check to see if any of
them appear to be brittle, melted or cracked. If they are, replace them and see if that solves the
problem. Another place that vacuum can leak from the intake manifold. Is it plugged in to the
MAP Sensor tightly? Does it have any visible signs of damage? Follow it as far as you can and
make sure. Make sure that ground is plugged in tightly. While the three causes listed above are
the most common reasons P shows up, there are other reasons as well. It would need to be a
pretty noticeable misfire. You should also get P or PX X representing the cylinder number of the
misfire with P if misfiring was the case. Good luck! Most commonly caused by a bad MAP
sensor. Vacuum or wiring issue are the next most common causes. Usually results in a rough
running vehicle. A voltage meter is required to diagnose the MAP sensor. Other While the three
causes listed above are the most common reasons P shows up, there are other reasons as well.
We recommend Torque Pro. From this it should be obvious that incorrect or invalid data can
cause serious disruptions in the smooth and efficient operation of an engine. On most
applications, a fault code is set when the PCM detects a mismatch between the throttle position
and the signal voltage from the MAP sensor for more than four continuous seconds. The
deviation from the correct sensor voltage is measured against a reference voltage for the
particular application. However, the four-second code setting parameter may differ between
applications, which makes it important to consult the manual for the vehicle being worked on
for accurate information on code setting parameters. Note that in the case of short circuits that
leak power into a control circuit, there is likely to be other, seemingly unrelated trouble codes
present along with the code s being investigated. As with symptoms, the common causes of
code P and its closely related codes, P and P much the same on all applications. Note however,
that one common cause, a poorly running engine, could set other codes along with P, P,and P,
depending on the particular application. Below are some common causes this group of codes-.
Moreover, the severity of some symptoms may vary between applications, but for the most part,
the most common symptoms include the following-. Stored trouble code s , which may on
occasion include make and model specific codes. Moreover, some applications use a
barometric sensor that is incorporated into the MAF sensor, with the barometric sensor serving
as a back-up to the MAF sensor. In many cases, a simple cleaning of the element with an
approved solvent will cure the problem. Inspect the vacuum system and repair all faults before
attempting to diagnose this code. Also, be sure to scan for all trouble codes present, and to
repair all other issues found before diagnosing this code. NOTE: In order to make an accurate
diagnosis, you will in addition to a suitable code reader and digital multimeter , need a repair
manual for the application being worked on to determine the color-coding, location, purpose,
and routing of all associated wiring. Assuming that all other issues had been resolved, record
all trouble codes present, and record all available freeze-frame data. This data will be of use if
an intermittent fault is identified later on. As a first step in the diagnostic procedure, check for a
clogged or dirty air filter element, pinched, damaged, or dislodged vacuum hoses and inlet air

ducting, as well as clogged or damaged catalytic converter s. Operate the vehicle, and rescan
the system to see if the code returns. If however the above components are all in good order,
perform a thorough inspection of all wiring and connectors. Rescan the system to see if the
code returns. If the code returns, perform ground, continuity, and reference voltage checks on
all wiring at the sensor connector. Be sure to disconnect all control modules before doing
continuity checks to prevent damaging the modules, and consult the manual on the
color-coding and function of each wire in the connector. Reconnect all wiring, and operate the
vehicle. Replace the sensor if any reading s fall outside of specified values. Only use approved
solvents to carefully clean the element. Reassemble the inlet ducting, operate the vehicle, and
rescan the system to see if the code returns. If all obtained readings fall within the
manufacturers specifications, it is likely that there is an intermittent fault present, which can
sometimes be extremely challenging to locate and repair. Although PCM failure is not altogether
impossible, it is a rare event. Therefore, the fault must be sought elsewhere before any control
module is replaced. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. I have a ford freestyle. Needs a new P How much the the part cost? Is it difficult to
replace and install? Is it wiser to buy the part on line? Where is it located map sensor code p on
top of engine. My chevy s 10 extended cab 2. It went just like a blink of a eye was running great.
I have a 98 Honda perlude. The wires broke off at the map sensor. I got a new pig tail and map
sensor. Still thorwing code. But soon as I turn off the check engine light. I drive around for
maybe 10 min it comes right back. Skip to content. Notify of. Miles: Miles. Engine: Engine. Inline
Feedbacks. Jim Fazzini. This can happen for multiple reasons and a mechanic needs to
diagnose the specific cause for this code to be triggered in your situation. Our certified mobile
mechanics can come to your home or office to perform the Check Engine Light diagnostic. The
wiring or connector may be bad or have a bad connection, or could be too close to higher
voltage consumption components, especially alternators, ignition wires, etc. A poor electrical
ground can cause problems also. MAP sensors must operate within specific ranges to send
correct signals for the ECU to coordinate with the throttle position sensor so it can adjust
correctly for proper engine operation. The specified range is. If the engine is not in good
condition, is missing, has poor fuel pressure, or has an internal issue with the engine like a
burned valve, these things can prevent the MAP sensor from getting a correct output. The ECU
could also be bad but that is rare. P code will be generally preceded by the Check Engine Light
coming on the dashboard instrument display. The vehicle will most often not run well, idle
poorly, accelerate erratically, have excessive fuel consumption, or backfire because the MAP
sensor and throttle position sensor are not operating together. A qualified technician should
then reset the OBD-II fault codes and road test the vehicle to see if the code comes back. He can
observe this by watching live streaming on his scanner while driving. If the code comes back,
then the mechanic will need to do a voltage test with the key turned on, using a multimeter, and
verifying that there is 5 volts input to the MAP sensor and a minimum of. With the engine
running at idle, it should have minimum 1 volt on the input to the ECU and then increase with
engine speed and load. If the voltages are more than 2 volts at idle and quickly go up to 5 volts
or higher, then most likely the MAP sensor is bad and needs replacement. Diagnostic errors are
largely due to not following the test procedure. First, follow the procedure in the diagnosis to
ensure there is the correct voltage to the sensor and from the sensor to the ECU. The technician
must verify that the voltage output of the MAP Sensor is in the correct range, fluctuates with the
engine speed, and has proper voltage. Idle voltage is normally 1 to 1. The P code will result in
poor running of the engine and requires immediate attention. The MAP sensor high voltage
output issue can cause excessive fuel consumption, rough operation, backfiring, difficulty
starting in certain circumstances, and can cause other damage if continued to be driven. Verify
the code with a scanner. Then reset the fault codes and perform a road test with a scanner
attached with live data streaming. Check the MAP sensor voltage, which is normally 5 volts in
and. Also check the electrical connector and wiring. Disconnect the electrical connector and
then reinstall it to ensure a fresh electrical connection. Then check the voltage output on the
MAP sensor to see if it is in the correct range. At this point it is necessary to determine if the
MAP sensor is defective and if it has no or incorrect output, then replace the sensor. If all
checks are good, then a final test to determine if the ECU is bad must be done. Many vehicles
with mileage over , have momentary sensor problems that usually occur during start up or
prolonged stress situations on the drive train. If the Check Engine Light comes on and the
vehicle seems to be operating normally, the OBD-II system can be reset using the scanner and
the problem may not reoccur. This is why it is important to verify the fault and reset it before
doing any repairs. YourMechanic offers certified mobile mechanics who will come to your home
or office to diagnose and repair your vehicle. Get a quote and book an appointment online or
speak to a service advisor at With YourMechanic you can skip the auto shop altogether. They

send certified and screened mechanics straight to your door and enable you to save big on car
repair and maintenance. Cost of diagnosing the P code. No more waiting rooms! Our mechanics
will come to you to diagnose and fix the P code. Recent Check Engine Light is on Inspection
reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. He was great explained everything to me and have
now booked him for another appointment. Thanks johnny. Ronald 41 years of experience.
Request Ronald. Mister Ron was very nice and took time out to explain any concerns I might
have about my car. He also made sure he communicated with me when he was on his way, once
he was outside, and when we was done working on my car. I appreciate that considering I have
a newborn that I had to look after. Extremely satisfied with the service, he w
2009 ford escape fuse diagram
2002 mustang gt vacuum hose diagram
dodge caravan wikipedia
as able to come out and diagnose almost immediately. We purchased the parts, he came back
installed them and been running great since. Would definitely recommend him and will not
hesitate to call again if needed. Scott 36 years of experience. Request Scott. I truly enjoy Scott
as he has done work for me in the past. Scott is very friendly, knowledgeable, and a true
professional! I highly recommend him. What is the problem? The code P means the manifold
absolute pressure MAP circuit is detecting a high input voltage. When the sensor detects Read
more. The MAP sensor reading on a scanner should read about 1. The MAP should read 4. Can
a P code be caused by oil leaking onto the ignition wires Pontiac Bonneville Hello. To answer
your question, no, oil on the ignition wires will not typically cause this. The code you are getting
if for a faulty MAP sensor. This sensor fails and causes this code to appear. It can also be More
related articles. Browse other content. How can we help? Read FAQ.

